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These fabrics do not only offer the best protection against the 
sun but also against rain, providing that a declination of 30% 
is strictly adhered to. If this declination is not 
provided you have to choose permeable fabric to avoid water ac -
cumulation and to prevent damage of your sun sail construction. 
Waterproof  Fabric Options:

 (100% acrylic) 

This acrylic fabric is especially tear-resistant and also dirt and wa -
terrepellent thanks to its impregnation with a special protective 
agent. The reliable solution for long-term use outdoors.

(100% acrylic)

The innovative Lumera acrylic fabric is woven with the special 
CBA fibre (Clean Brilliant Acrylic). This means that the colours 
turn out richer and more radiant and the fabric‘s luminance is 
increased for a long time.  

Premium Acrylic 
Awning Fabrics
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can be found on the following page.
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actual sample due to the printing process. iThe tried and tested acrylic awning fabric is manufactured from 

100 % spinning nozzle dyed brand acrylic fabric. That means that 
the colour pigments – unlike in classic thread dyeing – are applied 
during the fibre production. This ensures reliable protection against 

colours / constant weather and light-fastness. Furthermore the 
acrylic fabric is especially tear-resistant and also dirt and waterre -
pellent thanks to its impregnation with a special protective agent. 
The reliable solution for long-term use outdoors. These colors are also available in All Weather  quality 

Enjoy all the advantages of an acrylic awning fabric.
Water repellent up to 1000mm hydrostatic head,  
EN 20811.

canopy´s characteristics concerning sun protection. 
The higher the value the more you will enjoy sun 
protection from your parasol. Find more information 
online under:  
www.caravita.eu/ 
parasol-premium-acrylic-awning-fabric

Water repellent up to 300–370 mm hydrostatic head, EN 20811
Color and weather fastness (7–8)
Water and stain resistant 
100% Solution dyed acrylic 285–300 g/m²
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Colours presented may differ from  
actual sample due to the printing process.i

The innovative Lumera acrylic fabric is woven with the special CBA 
fibre (Clean Brilliant Acrylic). Along with all the benefits of the acry -
lic fabric, this provides a few more positives. The acrylic multifila -
ment fibre has a smoother and denser surface. This means that the 
colours turn out richer and more radiant and the fabric‘s luminance 
is increased for a long time.  

water r epellent up to 460 mm hydrostatic head, EN 20811
Color and weather fastness (7–8)
Water and stain resistant 
100% Solution dyed acrylic 290 g/m²


